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Read Talk About 

Update: Economy The Shape of Things 
to Come 

What shape do you think the recovery will look 
like & why? 
What assumptions are you making in 
developing your opinion? 
What assumptions did economists who chose 
different shaped recoveries from you make? 
How are these different from your 
assumptions?

US News: Public’s Mood Turns Grim; 
Trump Trails Biden on Most Personal 
Traits, Major Issues 

How do voters “see” their votes differently?  
Try not to get lost in the numbers of this article. 
If you need to, use words like, more, many 
more, fewer, very few to help compare the two 
candidates. What traits seem to be most 
important to people? What do you think are 
the most important traits of a president? Are 
there any you thought of not mentioned in the 
article? How would you go about evaluating a 
candidate for these traits?

Science: Human lungs that are too 
damaged for transplant can be 'fixed' by 
hooking them up to a live PIG for 24 
hours, study finds 

What is the significance of this study? Would 
you be willing to receive lungs if they were 
“fixed” in this manner? What if you became the 
host instead of the pig? Would that make this 
option more palatable?
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https://soundmindinvesting.com/articles/view/the-shape-of-things-to-come
https://www.pewresearch.org/politics/2020/06/30/publics-mood-turns-grim-trump-trails-biden-on-most-personal-traits-major-issues/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/sciencetech/article-8517887/Human-lungs-damaged-transplant-fixed-hooking-living-PIG.html
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Opinion: Now the army of overgrown 
babies who say everyone must think like 
them are invading our bedrooms, says 
DOUGLAS MURRAY after the attempt to 
'cancel' Killing Eve star Jodie Comer 

What do you think of the definition given for 
free speech? The author asserts, “The world 
these activists are creating is vengeful and 
vicious, and increasingly dull.” Do you agree 
with this statement? Some of it?  
Do you agree with the opinion of this article? 
In the last sentence, the author gives a call to 
action: “The bullies want to stop the rest of us 
talking or thinking. It’s time the rest of us 
answered back.” Should one “answer back?” If 
so, how?

Human Interest: Orphaned 8-week-old 
Alaska Moose Makes Journey to New 
Home at Cheyenne Mountain Zoo 

What is so special about a zoo getting a 
moose? Why do you think people visit zoos? 
Do you think zoos actually achieve the 
awareness among visitors that they hope to? 
Has your mind ever been changed about 
something at a zoo?
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https://www.dailymail.co.uk/debate/article-8513779/DOUGLAS-MURRAY-Overgrown-babies-say-think-like-invading-bedrooms.html
https://www.cmzoo.org/news/archive/orphaned-8-week-old-alaska-moose-makes-journey-to-new-home-at-cheyenne-mountain-zoo/
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